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To call my endeavour 'Polypus' because the
limbs of the octopus all have individual
brains but act as one organism.

No Border. No Nation
The global economy is a multifaceted system yet it is �awed in
the cruelest of ways.

Keep Giving A fuck
Work by Landon Sheely.

Care in Film : Media Care/ Editorial care /
Narrative Care
Short Film presented by New York Magazine . I don't hv the
language to say this correctly, but we need more media and
stories around humour and love around all the spectrums of
human existence.

by newyorkermag

INSTAGRAM

re-considerations
Thinking of redesigning all the iconography around health care
and medicine cause the pedagogy needs to change. 
Considering the history of its' representation is so involved with
'war' , why not ! Let's start again ! and let's use an Octopus as the
icon for wholistic wellness !

re-considerations
I love snakes , but we really need better all round care. it is
broken - it is not working- and we need a more aggressive
system of medicine that challenges city designs, legislation,
pedagogy and ideally agricultural practices as well.

GIVE A DAMN
Work by Landon Sheely.

Communication Design
His name is Landon Sheely & I am a huge fan of his work and
heart.  He is super talented and inspiring. I found him on
instagram a year or so ago.
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